
From the Commander's desk. 9/11/2021

Being that it's 9/11 and wanting to do something that will honor the fallen, the first responders, those
that enlisted after the towers fell and the people in Manhattan that had to breath the dust. I offer this bit of 
long term thinking. 

The best thing we, We The People that is, can do to honor these souls is to win America back under the 
Constitutional umbrella and be a republic once more. 

Let's start with one, These People Are Stupid. Then two, these same people are the bullies stealing our lunch
money in the form of taxes, unconstitutional ordinance and mandates.  

With that said. If you think I'm about to feed your “Federal Fixation Syndrome” be prepared to be 
disappointed. The fight is local like or not. Until you become the king or queen of D.C., that's the way it is. 

I'm going to get back to honoring the fallen in a minute. But first, Municipal Certifications. Most everyone 
knows the basics of the Better Business Bureau (BBB) and it's nearly impossible to find someone who has 
not heard of Consumer Reports. One of the possible long term goals of The S2 Project is to slot the 
organization as the premier certification for towns, Villages, Cities, Towns, Counties and political 
candidates. Standard & Poor's plus  Moody's have the bond ratings. But there is no standard for 
constitutionally righteous. Which local governments are the most crooked, which are the most transparent 
working for their citizens.

Remember, these people are stupid. If you recall in early 2021 they tried to get restaurants to be certified as 
Covid compliant. Putting glossy baby blue stickers in the front windows. Mostly in NYC from reports. 
Seams government people love the idea of certifications. So creating a certification process where the 
municipality has to open their paperwork to qualify to get certified is Patriot stuff. But we don't have to tell 
them that. 

Simply put. Its a task force of privet American citizens (vetted Patriots) that get paid well as consultants by 
government to investigate government with the government's assistance. In exchange for a plaque on the 
wall and potential bragging rights for the people who work in government. Ever read 'The Art of War'? 
Watch the original movie version of  'Ocean's 11'?

As they say in the TV commercials, “But wait, theirs more!!” The vetting of the Patriot “consultant” and the
certification for each local government would be annual. If a town gets a lousy certification rating it's, 
“Better luck next year”.  Meanwhile the information from our fabulous Patriot consultant is off for 
investigations by some of his/her undisclosed Patriot associates that are Citizen Investigators. Who is 
stealing who's lunch now?

The local Sheriff is not going to do any investigations into the wrong doings in the political spear. It's up to 
us. We The People. And if we need to do a bit of slight of hand and have some fun doing it along the way. 
Why the hell not? 



By getting pay back I can think of no better way to honor our fallen. Getting the enemy to destroy 
themselves in a quest for recognition and pride are bonus points. Getting paid to do it is the cherry on top. 
[They] can figure out how they got sued, fired, bankrupt, etcetera while they sit in jail. While the White 
Hats that took their place run the show for and to benefit the people. 

All this is based on a team effort. You can't make Ocean's 11 with just 2. Make a stand. Make and effort. 
Honor those who gave all by giving something precious. Time. The clock is running down on liberty. 
Getting short on freedom. By giving time your giving us all some more time to fix the wrongs. 

Another element to this would be a publication in some form that give the high praise or takes it away. 
Reports on the misgivings of the government employed. Our version of Consumer Reports. Or Time's Man 
Or The Year. More cherries for more people in an employee owned company. We need to think like this. 
Alt-Right empire building in small steps. Our own economy. 

Then there is the investigations. The Investigators. With out them there cannot be Black Hats in handcuffs. 
Resignations or freight train loads of lawsuits. No end to the FEMA camps. I don't see monetary 
motivations as a negative issue so long as there are Patriot principals & motivations behind that. With the 
right methods it will never be our fellow taxpayers on the hook for the politically employed misdeeds. 

One more note if you please... Some weeks ago in August of this year I posted a meme on Gab.com that we 
figured out how to take a spare time volunteers to a six figure income. A process. Because we dared ask the 
question of how to do that.  Challenging Naysayers of any stripe to load in on that topic. Not surprising 
there where handful that took the bait. Above are three way of seven we have figured out so far. Teamwork 
is the key.

Don't be “I”. There is no “I” in team. Be “We”. 

C. Oldham, Founder
The S2 Project


